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DNA nanostructures that respond to external stimuli have found applications in several areas such as biosensing, drug delivery and molecular computation. The use of different types of stimuli in a single operation provides another layer of control for the reconfiguration of nucleic acid nanostructures. This work demonstrates the use of a ribonuclease to "unset" a nucleic acid nanodevice based on the paranemic crossover (PX) DNA and specific DNA inputs to "reset" the structure into a juxtaposed DNA (JX2) configuration, resulting in a 180° rotation of the helical domains. Such operations would be useful in translational applications where DNA nanostructures can be designed to reconfigure on the basis of more than one stimulus.

Creation of stimuli-responsive DNA nanostructures holds applications in diagnostics, drug delivery and molecular computation. Typically, this is achieved by changing solution conditions (e.g.: pH or temperature), physical stimuli (e.g.: light or force) or by the interaction of other biomolecules (e.g.: nucleic acids and proteins). In some cases, a combination of external stimuli is more advantageous, such as in producing circuits with minimal use of DNA strands or as a gated response in biosensing strategies. Here, I present reconfiguration of a DNA nanodevice using a combination of ribonuclease and nucleic acids.

As a model system to demonstrate the strategy, I use a previously reported device based on paranemic crossover (PX) DNA and juxtaposed (JX) DNA. The PX-JX2 device is sequence-dependent, where each state is controlled by the hybridization topology of specific "set" strands (Fig. 1). The PX state contains two adjacent double helical domains connected by five strand crossovers. The JX2 state lacks two crossovers compared to the PX state. Further, the PX and JX2 states differ from each other by a half turn rotation, causing a 180° rotation of one end of the structure relative to the other (denoted by C and D in Fig. 1). In prior work, interconversion between the PX and JX2 states was achieved by toehold-based DNA strand displacement, with the set strands containing a DNA toehold that is free to bind a pair of displacing strands as well as a version where the toeholds are protected by an RNA complement. The rotational difference between the helical domains in the PX and JX2 states has been previously shown by atomic force microscopy of a one-dimensional array and the device has been used in prototyping DNA synthesis, arrangement of metallic nanoparticles and in a molecular assembly line. In this work, I incorporate RNA strands directly into the PX structure and use a combination of ribonuclease H (RNase H) and DNA strands to operate the PX-JX2 device, as an alternative to toehold-based strand displacement process.

The schematic and molecular models of the structures used in this study are shown in Fig. 1. The PX state of the device contains two long strands set in the PX configuration by two RNA set strands (Fig. 1 and Fig. S1, ESI†). In a paranemic structure, the alternating arrangement of major and minor grooves are wide and narrow respectively for PX DNA, while in a PX RNA, the double helix has a narrow but deep major groove and a wide but shallow minor groove. The motif used here has partial characteristics, where some regions are all-DNA and the set strand bound regions in the PX state have the properties of DNA–RNA hybrids. Addition of RNase H degrades the RNA set strands that are part of the DNA/RNA hybrid region, changing the device from the PX state to the naked frame intermediate. A pair of DNA set strands can now be added to reset the naked frame into the JX2 state. Once the device is converted from the PX to the JX2 state, the lower double helical domains of the device are turned 180° related to the starting configuration.

The sequences of the PX and JX2 structures used here are adapted from a previous study and modified to suit this work (Table S1, ESI†). I first assembled the PX and JX2 states separately by annealing the component DNA strands and validated proper assembly of the structures using non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) (Fig. 2a). Further, the PX structure containing the RNA set strands showed a single band indicating...
proper assembly compared to an all-DNA PX structure (Fig. S2, ESI†). I then analyzed the different states by comparing their mobilities as a function of polyacrylamide concentration using a Ferguson plot (Fig. 2b), where the slope provides an estimate of the frictional coefficient of the structures. I compared the PX state, JX₂ state and the 100 bp band of a 10 bp marker (which is a duplex roughly similar in size to the PX and JX₂ states). The PX structure is more compact compared to the JX₂ structure and migrates faster through the gel, a characteristic observed in my previous work comparing PX, JX₂ and DX motifs 17 as well as other works related to the PX-JX₂ device. 10,18,19 This difference in migration allows convenient observation of the reconfiguration between the two structures.

Next, I tested whether RNase H could be used to digest the RNA set strands and thus “unset” the PX state to the naked frame intermediate (Fig. 3a). I incubated the assembled PX state of the device with RNase H at 20 °C for 1 hour, followed by the addition of JX₂ set strands and incubation at 20 °C for 1 hour. While the optimal temperature for RNase H is 37 °C, my previous work showed that RNase H works sufficiently well at room temperature,20 allowing its use with DNA nanostructures for isothermal reactions at 20 °C (note that both PX and JX₂ structures of a different size range have been shown to be stable at 37 °C).17 Results showed complete conversion of the PX state into the JX₂ state (Fig. 3b). As a control, I tested the PX structure assembled with DNA set strands and treated it with RNase H. Addition of JX₂ set strands after RNase H treatment did not have any effect and the structure remained in the PX state, showing that the incorporation of RNA set strands makes this operation input specific (Fig. 3b).

I then optimized the concentrations of RNase H and set strands required for reconfiguration. I incubated the PX state of the device with different amounts of RNase H for 30 min, followed by addition of JX₂ set strands (Fig. 3c and Fig. S3, ESI†). With 5 units of RNase H, I observed complete PX to JX₂ conversion and used this enzyme amount for further experiments (Fig. 3c, inset). Next, I incubated RNase H-treated PX samples with different ratios of the JX₂ set strands. Even with 1 : 1 ratio of the PX to set strands, I observed full conversion of the intermediate to the JX₂ state (Fig. 3d and Fig. S4, ESI†). This is in contrast to strand displacement based reconfiguration where higher ratios of the displacing strands are needed.10 Further, resetting of the RNase H-treated PX to JX₂ state occurs within a few minutes even with 1 : 1 ratio of PX : JX₂ set strands (Fig. 3e and Fig. S5, ESI†). For potential use in biological applications, I then tested whether the device can be operated
in biological fluids. I incubated the PX state in either human serum or human urine, followed by RNase H treatment and the addition of JX₂ set strands (Fig. 3f and Fig. S6, ESI†). Reconfiguration was successful in both cases, with complete conversion as observed in buffer.

This work provides an example for using combinatorial inputs to operate nucleic acid devices. Such operations would be useful in translational applications where DNA nanostructures can be designed to reconfigure on the basis of more than one stimulus (enzyme and nucleic acids in this case). With further modifications, this system can be made reversible by using RNA set strands for both the PX and the JX₂ states, where addition of RNase H changes the structures to the unstructured intermediate, which can then be “set” in either the PX or the JX₂ state with the addition of corresponding nucleic acid fuels. Such dissipative systems have recently been demonstrated for nucleic acid circuits and for the assembly and disassembly of DNA nanotubes using RNA producing or degrading enzymes.21–23 Moreover, the use of RNA in the reconfiguration process can be combined with toehold-controlled reactions, such as the use of RNA blocker strands22 or RNase-activated toehold clipping.24 Overall, the functionality provided by RNA component strands and the rotational movement in the device could be combined with larger DNA nanostructures for time-delayed or stimuli-responsive mechanical operations that are useful in biosensing, drug delivery and molecular computation.
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